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Abstract:
The concept of Servitization has been constantly developing since its outset, but in the last decade due to the
irruption of Industry 4.0, the complexity of the concept and its typologies of value propositions have evolved
considerably, opening up endless opportunities. In this sense, the main objective of this research is to show a
summary review of the evolution of Servitization since its beginnings and the new typologies that are emerging
due to the digitalization that arises through Industry 4.0. For this purpose, a systematic review of the leading
databases in the field of services has been conducted. The results of the literature review show the potential
of Servitization and the need to understand each reality in order to adapt to new capabilities that help the
companies who become service-oriented benefit from major advantages. Ultimately, it can be concluded that,
in the short term, Industry 4.0 and its new business models are the key, however, Servitization will continue to
evolve to a point where all organizations will need to adapt to new trends.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, all manufacturing companies
have faced various challenges due to the high
competitiveness of a market affected by globalization.
For this reason, the need to offer greater value
through services rather than the traditional unique
selling points (price and quality) is undoubtedly
essential to survive in the long term.
The impact of service and manufacturing industries
is frequently considered immeasurable. Therefore,
they tend to be considered separately, due to their
potential influence over national economies, the
classification of enterprises and employment, to
name a few (Bigdeli et al., 2017; Bustinza et al.,
2013; Baines & Lightfoot, 2014). Competing
strategically through service delivery is becoming

a characteristic feature of innovative manufacturing
firms (Baines et al., 2009), boosting manufacturers’
competitive strategies and the process through
which this is achieved is commonly known as
Servitization (Baines & Lightfoot, 2014; Oliva
& Kallenberg, 2003; Reim et al., 2015). This
strategy can consolidate long-term customer loyalty
(Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988; Verstrepen et al.,
1999), generate new, safe, steady sources of revenue
(Chesbrough & Rosenbloom, 2002; Lay, 2014) and
establish major hurdles for competitors (Kinnunen,
2018; Lay, 2014).
In recent years, interest in Servitization has continued
to grow exponentially due to the innumerable
benefits it brings to its users. The key to success in
today’s market has shifted towards services, away
from the single production model employed by
manufacturers (Habegger, 2010). There is no doubt
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that the benefits of Servitization are increasing, e.g.,
Rolls-Royce earns more than 50% of its income
from services (Smith, 2013); environmental energyefficiency arguments are also decisive, along with
the huge opportunities offered by Servitization, such
as improved processes and training to mention two
(Cohen et al., 2006), continuing to raise industry’s
interest in Servitization. (In 2015, services’ value
added accounted for 74% of GPD in high income
countries (Buckley & Majumdar, 2018).
Due to this increasing interest in Servitization,
several key research challenges that require special
attention for advanced Servitization need to be
faced. These include opportunities to build the right
organizational capabilities and culture (Benedettini
& Visnjic, 2011; Brax, 2005; Vandermerwe &
Rada, 1988); improve the understanding of how to
integrate new business models (Sandström et al.,
2008; Tukker, 2015), services, economic profitability
(Anderson et al., 2006; Neely, 2008), how to provide
solutions (Galbraith, 2002a; Windahl & Lakemond,
2006) how to innovate and design successful offers
(Gebauer & Friedli, 2005; Jong & Vermeulen, 2003),
the necessary relationships with partners (Galbraith,
2002a; Sandström et al., 2008) and transformation
challenges faced by manufacturers seeking to serve
(Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Roscitt, 1990; Windahl
& Lakemond, 2006).
Manufacturing companies that adopt a serviceoriented strategy have to develop the necessary
organizational structures and processes (Gebauer &
Fleisch, 2007; Mathieu, 2001; Oliva & Kallenberg,
2003) and possess different capacities to those of
production (Ceci & Masini, 2011; Dachs et al., 2012;
Datta & Roy, 2011; Gebauer & Friedli, 2005; Oliva
& Kallenberg, 2003). The lack of implementation
of these service-related aspects shows why
manufacturing companies have not been able to take
advantage of the benefits that Servitization strategies
offer sooner.
This article presents a qualitative review of the
key aspects and new business models that focus on
the concept of Servitization to help understand the
concept correctly, as well as its management and
applicability.

2.

Research methodology

The main aim is to present a summary review of how
Servitization is evolving in order to understand the
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beginnings and implementation of this concept, as
well as the relevance of its implementation, Figure 1
shows the methodology applied:

Figure 1. Methodological model.

In this article the main Business for Services databases including the articles indexed in Scopus, Web
of Science, Engineering Village have been analyzed,
as these are the reference data-bases for the topic in
question, allowing sufficient critical analysis of collected data to be extracted and, subsequently, certain
conclusions and future research opportunities.

3. Theoretical background
Analyzing industry in general, historically it is
possible to define 4 different industrial revolutions
where the degree of complexity is seen to increase
(Bartodziej, 2017; Deloitte, 2015; Vuksanović et al.,
2016) over the years up to today.
Finally, the latest industrial revolution currently
happening in all industrial businesses refers to a
revolution based on a cyber-physical production
system, better known as “Industry 4.0”, one of the
most popular topics drawing attention from both
professional and academic fields (Liao et al., 2017;
Nicolae et al., 2019).
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are defined as
technologies to manage interconnected systems
between physical assets and digital systems
(Lee et al., 2015; Leitão et al., 2016; Luthra et al.,
2020), being a fundamental basis of Industry 4.0
(Kim, 2017; Varghese & Tandur, 2014; Xu et al.,
2018). By integrating CPS in different company
departments (production, logistics, services, etc.) in
today’s industrial companies, the aim is to transform
the current factory into a smarter factory generating
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significant economic potential (Luthra et al., 2020;
Negri et al., 2017).
This is achieved through easy information exchange
and integrated control of products and manufacturing
machines acting simultaneously and intelligently in
interoperability (Lu, 2017; Ślusarczyk, 2018).
Industry 4.0 is an ongoing revolution and therefore
a lot of thinking is necessary to strengthen
competitiveness in a more complex environment
unknown until recently, where players have to adapt
to this type of industry and move away from the
classic manufacturing value chain. There are many
areas where companies can benefit enormously by
digitizing their business. Firstly, streamlined supply
chains and smart factories can boost efficiency in
the organization (Frank et al., 2019; Nagy et al.,
2018; Stock & Seliger, 2016). Secondly, corporate
decision-making processes can be improved
(Deloitte, 2015; Kamble et al., 2018) and, third and
lastly the possibility of developing new businesses
(Kans & Ingwald, 2016; Lee et al., 2014; Prause,
2015).
In this article we focus on the last of these
opportunities. We then explore the four business
model typologies that can generate this type of
opportunity.

3.1. Industry 4.0 Business models
Industry 4.0 is a general change of the model
established a few years ago, starting from the
optimization of physical assets to a totally
revolutionary scenario based on the cyber-physical
system as a transforming technology in order to
manage interconnected systems through advanced
data and information gathering, contributing an
improved product lifecycle. McKinsey & Company
(2015), in its study “Industry 4.0: How to navigate
digitization of the manufacturing sector”, identifies
this data optimization as an end-to-end digital
stream, briefly: a “digital thread” running through the
entire product lifecycle as its digital representation.
To advance this digitalization process, it starts
with the digital design of the product, through
the transfer of the digitally controlled production
process, leading to the digital monitoring of the
final product during operation (e.g. for productivity
improvement purposes), closing the cycle with the
recycling of the product. In each of the phases, the
aim of the digital information structure is to enable:
the easy exchange of data, the visualization of the
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controlled processes via digital interfaces/tools (e.g.
tablets, virtual glasses) and permit interconnection
via digital channels (e.g. teleservice). In addition,
the exploitation and exchange of information across
this stream will benefit from greater cross-functional
integration and closer collaboration across the entire
product lifecycle, including different stakeholders,
such as suppliers, partners or clients. The focus is
evolving from a single production site to production
networks spanning multiple sites belonging to
the company, including the entire supply chain.
Therefore, the goal of digital thread optimization is
to make the best use of information.
All Industry 4.0 technologies are similar to each
other in that they offer ways of harnessing data to
unlock its value potential (McKinsey&Company,
2015). For example, turning information into
valuable results through advanced analytics that help
decision-makers.
At present, many companies are still at a nascent
stage of this revolution. This type of technology
has shown that oil rig companies, for example,
are losing up to 99% of their data before reaching
operational decision makers through information
loss. Consequently, it is important to manage data
effectively (and incorporate it into the dynamics of
business management), as every information leak
causes inefficiencies, which would otherwise be
valuable in many places along the value chain.
In short, actively managing information to avoid
information leakage is the key to seizing the new
opportunities offered by digitalization. McKinsey
& Company (2015) therefore proposes four basic
activities to generate value from data:
1. Data capture and recording.
2. Information transfer.
3. Information processing and synthesis.
4. Converting information into results.
With the correct application of the four tasks
described above, Industry 4.0 offers opportunities
that can maximize performance and generate
profits in traditional manufacturing companies. On
the one hand, there is the so called “smart factory”
that focuses on the production process itself, using
digital tools to make production more efficient and
of a higher quality (Bag et al., 2018; Luthra et al.,
2020). On the other hand, there is the use of these
same technologies to generate new business models,
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from innovative proposals to new or potential
customers (Ayala et al., 2019; Bartodziej, 2017;
Deloitte, 2015; Frank et al., 2019; Ibarra et al., 2018;
Müller et al., 2021; Ślusarczyk, 2018). We often say
that digital technology enables the emergence of
new business models, but we are actually referring
more to the creation of innovative value propositions
rather than to business models as a whole, of which
the first concept is a part. However, it is not at all
easy to move from this level of abstraction to more
identifiable lines of action.
Accordingly, the contribution of Schaeffer (2017)
is quite enlightening. Certainly not for discovering
absolutely new things, but for visualizing them in
a more clarifying way. For this author, as shown in
Figure 2 and applicable to any sector, there are three
business models (value propositions in our language)
enabled by the irruption of digitalization: “Platforms/
Marketplaces”, “Information Value Add Business
Model” and “As a Service Business Model”.
The first of these, “Platform/Marketplace” is already
very recognizable in the consumer world (Airbnb,
Uber, etc.), however, it is gaining traction in the
industrial world, where six of the world’s largest
companies (Amazon, IBM, Cisco, General Electric,
Microsoft and PTC) are already actively vying
to lead this space of opportunity. The second of

the models, the “Information Value Add Business
Model” (data as a revenue generator), has to do
with everything related to predictive maintenance
services, for example, those most talked about in our
manufacturing environment. Nonetheless, in general
it concerns everything that arises from the analysis
of data captured from products, services, customer
experiences, etc. that allow us to anticipate and
personalize value-added services in the marketplace.
Finally, we have perhaps the most specific of all, “As
a Service Business Model”, which revolves around
pay-per-use.
With some variations, all sectors are incorporating this logic. Thus, to give just two examples,
McKinsey & Company (2015) speaks of four business models, in addition to the three previously
mentioned, the possibility of selling knowledge in a
consultancy model or selling any type of licenses, as
shown in the Figure 3.
In the second example, we can talk about another
very important area of opportunity: the circular
economy. Experts in this field, such as Könnölä
(2017), point to digitalization as a “master pillar” in
the take-off of circular economy strategies. Circular
economy in the coming years. Here again, a recent
report by Accenture strategy (2015) identifies digital
business models for the circular economy that will
be familiar to us (see Figure 4):

Figure 2. Business model in the digital age (Source: Schaeffer (2017)).
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connectivity hardware, driver time and attention,
maintenance and insurance. Hardware will become
more accessible, reducing barriers for new market
entrants. Traditional value chains will be dismantled,
creating new sources of revenue from value and,
therefore, new opportunities. One of the keys to
the future is related to being able to offer the new
business models described above to harness the
potential to create additional value and redistribute
existing value sets that Industry 4.0 offer.

Figure 3. Digital business models for Industry 4.0 (Source:
McKinsey & Company (2015)).

Figure 4. Technologies used by companies pioneering the
adoption of circular business models (Source: Accenture
strategy (2015)).

In this case, the authors highlight the platform
model and the product-as-a-service model that
encompasses the “As a Service Business Model” and
the “Information Value Add Business Model”.
These new business models are leading to a major
change from revenues from physical product sales
to revenues from more service-based platforms and
developer ecosystems, subsequently creating a shift
in the ways value is created for both manufacturers
and suppliers. While in the manufacturing industry,
sales of actual products have traditionally been
the largest value group in terms of share of total
revenue, this share is likely to decline in favor of
new business models in the coming years. For car
manufacturers, for example, sources of value are
shifting from initial revenues from vehicle sales to
recurring revenues based on usage. This is primarily
driven by interoperability, with the potential to
unleash a significant shift in revenue distribution
through five main groups in the sector: vehicle price,
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Therefore, all businesses that want to make the
leap into digital should consider whether they are
developing or planning to develop initiatives in any
of the digital models presented here, regardless of the
sector in which they operate. A digital transformation
effort that does not incorporate a change in the
business model is not very credible.
In addition to model change, there is a more
complex and uncertain landscape. Currently, many
of the breakthrough technologies are driven by
small, innovative companies that have specialized
in a particular field (McKinsey&Company, 2015).
These companies are often more agile than large,
established firms, consequently, smaller firms can
generally implement new business models more
easily, while larger firms need to consider about how
to become more agile.
Moreover, the number of players is likely to
rise, increasing the complexity and multiplicity
of interfaces. A likely outcome is the increasing
emergence of highly specialized players (Rüßmann
et al., 2015). Another consequence of changes in
the value chain may be the entry of established
operators outside traditional manufacturing, such
as telecommunications enterprises providing
solutions for machine to machine connectivity or
data security. Consequently, traditional value chains
are undergoing a radical transformation (McKinsey
& Company, 2015; Kohnová et al., 2019). Instead
of a company developing and producing a complete
product, a higher degree of specialization (value
chain disintegration) is likely to occur (Barreto et al.,
2017; Gebauer et al., 2013). This can already be seen
in the semiconductor industry, for example, where
foundries are manufacturing products for other
semiconductor companies, also known as “fabless”
manufacturing where the focus is on developing and
commercializing the technology. This is especially
of interest to manufacturing companies with high
investment needs for manufacturing workshops
and a high level of complexity, such as the aviation
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aftermarket. Companies can apply uninterrupted
monitoring in order to enhance their maintenance
and repair business, reduce the cost generated by
services, improve the use of their facilities and
their spare parts planning. With such a significant
disruption of the value chain expected, there are still
many unknown fields (Xu et al., 2018), cybersecurity,
for example, where which type of company has the
best chance of becoming dominant player remains
open to conjecture. Will it be telecommunication
companies, IT companies or microchip suppliers,
or will a completely new player or supplier develop
around the new demand?
Next, due to their importance in the current
business context, we would like to briefly review
the “Platforms/Marketplaces” and “As a Service
Business model” business models following the
terminology previously proposed by Eric Schaeffer
(2017). The “Information Value Add Business
Model” model, which we call SERVITIZATION.
The platform concept has been defined as
“Business scale powered by the ability to leverage
and orchestrate a global connected ecosystem of
producers and consumers toward efficient value
creation and exchange”. (Choudary et al., 2015).
Therefore, in the near future, the scenario in which
we may find ourselves is one in which industrial
components are connected through the cloud on a
platform, where they can dump all the information
they collect and also interact with other industrial
objects. Customers, suppliers and other partners also
interact in this virtual space in order to optimize and
make the value chain more valuable. According to
the latest reports, in 2018 more than 50% of large
companies and 80% of companies with advanced
digital transformation strategies would be associated
with this type of industrial platforms.
The most foreseeable scenario is not that every
company will have its own cloud, but that a few
winning platforms will connect the vast majority of
industrial objects, as is the case today with mobile
phones, which are basically connected through two
or three platforms. Take the example of “Predix”, the
IoT platform that General Electric has been rolling out
in recent years. The official definition of the platform
is already quite striking: “a cloud-based operating
system for industrial application [...] The World’s
First Industrial Internet platform”. Predix is a strategic
commitment by General Electric, as mentioned at the
beginning, to position itself in a privileged position in
the digital revolution of the industry.
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In this cloud, Predix has created applications that
serve its objects or machines of various types, but the
interesting thing is that it has created a development
environment so that not only Predix but any
developer can create services and applications for
their particular case. This in turn means that a market
of applications, algorithms, etc. will be created for
the members of this ecosystem. In fact, there is
already a “Predix App Showcase” where you can
buy these applications or start developing your own.
Although we have used the example of Predix
throughout, this same orientation is repeated in the
rest of the companies that want to build this type
of platform. Seeing how this platform dynamic
has worked in other sectors, it is highly likely that,
ultimately, a few of these platforms will account for
a very high percentage of all connected industrial
objects.
In this context, we can identify two types of value
proposition that will emerge. Firstly, those companies
that build and succeed with these platforms will
be able to monetize their infrastructure through
different service channels (by connection, use and
sale of applications, etc.), however, due to the very
nature of this value proposition, we believe it is very
difficult for Basque industrial companies to do so.
SMEs, generally detached from the world’s large
technology conglomerates, have opportunities to
play a leading role in this scenario.
Nonetheless, and secondly, there is the part of new
value propositions that will be offered to customers
once machines and other industrial components
of a company’s value proposition are within this
ecosystem. By connecting to them, companies
can have access to entire data networks, find new
customers, use or develop new applications, pay-peroutcome value propositions etc. and, above all, build
product and service chains with third parties more
easily and faster than ever before.
We can highlight two aspects in this challenge.
The first has to do with interconnecting this new
information ecosystem with the organization’s
existing systems (ERP, CRM, etc.), which is why
the platform should offer openness and ease of
integration through modular systems, APIs, etc. and,
secondly, selecting the platform to which we will
connect our products, a vitally important issue as
the range of possibilities that will open up to us will
depend to a large extent on this.
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3.2. The road to Servitization
3.2.1. Definition

45% of respondents indicated that this topic was
a top-level element of importance on their boards
(Bradley et al., 2015).

In order to understand Servitization it is necessary
to have a clear definition. The following table
summarizes some of the most important definitions
according to this research.
Within the 4 business models that are generated
through Industry 4.0, the business model we will
refer to below is the “Information Value Added
Business Model” and more specifically the possibilities that open up in the form of Servitization
and, as a more concrete example, predictive maintenance. Capital goods companies that want to
evolve towards “service-oriented” business models
will require fundamental changes in the company,
posing them a major challenge. However, there is
no doubt that the most competitive and value-added
companies will make this leap sooner rather than
later. In a survey of 600 manufacturing managers
in 13 countries, 86% of them say that the transition
from a product-based to a service-based strategy is
a key part of their growth (Macaulay et al., 2015).
However, when asked about their concrete expectations on the topic over the next five years, these are
quite low, as shown in Figure 5 (Macaulay et al.,
2015).
Obviously, the situation is explained by the fact that
all managers perceive the wave of change, but are
not yet very clear on how they are going to “surf” it.
Another recent study analyzed how despite the fact
that almost all managers understood that digitization
was key to the future of their organizations, only

Figure 5. Growth of the service business model (Source:
Macaulay (2015)).

These data towards Servitization can also be
observed in macroeconomic magnitudes. For
example, service-related jobs within manufacturing
companies are on the rise, making it increasingly
difficult for many manufacturing companies to
say whether they are manufacturers of products
or providers of services, or in other words
“manufacturing is no longer the same as the
production of goods”. Another very significant
fact is that approximately 1/3 of the value of
manufactured products consists of services. Seen
in reverse, it is estimated that 40% of the output
created by the service sector is used as intermediary
input by manufacturing firms (Stehrer et al., 2014).
Digitalization is set to boost this trend towards
Servitization exponentially in the coming years.

Table 1. Servitization definition (Source: Own elaboration).
Authors & year
Levitt, 1981

Definition
“Servitization, which entails adding extra service components to core products”.

Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988

“The increased offering of fuller market packages or ‘bundles’ of customer focused
combinations of goods, services, support, self-service and knowledge in order to add
value to core product offerings”.
“A trend in which manufacturing firms adopt more and more service components in
their offerings”.
“The innovation of a manufacturing organization’s capabilities and processes to shift
from selling product to selling an integrated product and service offering that delivers
value in use”.
“The innovations in the supply chains of companies in the latter half of the nineteenth
century lead us straight to the Servitization innovations of today; it was then in history
where service begins to be bundled with goods and controlled by the same company”.
“The Servitization phenomenon that has pervaded manufacturing has resulted in
organizations offering complex packages of both product and service to generate
superior customer exchange value and thus enhance competitive edge”.
“The transformational process of shifting from a product-centric business model and
logic to a service-centric approach”.

Bart et al., 2003
Baines et al., 2007
Schmenner, 2009
Baines & Lightfoot, 2014
Kowalkowski et al., 2017
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As shown in Table 1, the concept of Servitization has
been constantly developing over the last 40 years.
Although the first references to this term date back
to the early 1980s regarding this concept developed
by Levitt in the USA, most authors have based their
work on the Vandermerwe & Rada (1988) definition,
helping Servitization to evolve and acquire different
nuances that reflect its importance within different
scopes. The term ‘product’ is generally internalized
in the manufacturing industry, however, when
defining ‘services’, many tacitly define this based
on what is not a product (Baines et al., 2009). In
this paper, we will consider Servitization as “the
intangible economic activities that add value to core
product”.
On the basis of the Vandermerwe & Rada (1988)
definition, services began to be considered intangible,
beyond production yet needed. After the division of
products and services, many authors have presented
similar definitions with different connotations over
the years.
In addition to the main definitions of the Servitization
concept, it has also had variants and contributions
implicitly linked to the definition, as shown in the
Table 2.
Among the different definitions, variants and
contributions it is important to highlight a key factor
that was missing in most of the previous cases:
taking the customer’s needs through services into
account. This concept was integrated by a productservice system (PSS) which consists of “tangible
products and intangible services designed and
combined so that jointly they are capable of fulfilling
specific customer needs” (Tukker, 2004). The PSS
business model allows organizations to create new
sources of added value propositions focused on end

users (Baines et al., 2007), increase competitiveness
through satisfying customer needs, build stronger
relationships and, in turn, provide innovative
solutions.
The latest evolution of Servitization is related to
Industry 4.0. Today, beyond any doubt, advanced
services, digitalization and IoT are considered to be
of high added value in the manufacturing industry
as a defense against other lower cost economies
(Baines et al., 2009; Baumgartner, 1999; Tukker,
2004; Vandermerwe & Rada, 1988), mainly in
sectors with a high saturation of marketed products
(Baines et al., 2009; Baumgartner, 1999; Windahl
et al., 2004). Many authors confuse Industry 4.0
with Servitization, however, Servitization goes
further because once Industry 4.0 is established and
stabilized in the market, Servitization will continue
to evolve due to new competitive strategies.

3.3. Typologies of Servitization
The new classification of formulae to offer services
proposed in the work of Adrodegari et al. (2015), is
an important starting point to help better understand
the shift towards service-oriented business models
in manufacturing companies. Truly, one of the
innovative keys in the coming years will be the
difference in the monetization of certain models
from others, above many points to be developed. For
these authors, there are five basic forms of service
value proposition (see Figure 1) that, starting with
the most basic and ending with the most advanced,
would be what is shown in Figure 6.
-

Product focused: The supplier separately
sells the product or system and the needs of
the customers for services during the product
use phase (for example: repairs, maintenance
contract, etc.).

Table 2. Servitization variants and contributions (Source: Own elaboration).

84

Variants & contributions
Performance economy

Authors & year
Stahel, 2010.

Product-Service-Systems

Tukker, 2004.

Service business expansion

Gebauer et al., 2005; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003.

Service business performance

Fang et al., 2008; Gebauer et al., 2005.

Services growth strategies

Gebauer et al., 2010; Oliva & Kallenberg, 2003; Ulaga et al., 2011.

Service profitability

Kwak & Kim, 2016; Gebauer & Fleisch, 2007.

Solution delivery

Davies et al., 2007; Galbraith, 2002b.

Solution marketing

Tuli et al., 2007

Solutions provision

Davies et al., 2006; Galbraith, 2002b.
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Figure 6. Typologies of service value proposition models (Source: Adrodegari et al. (2015)).

-

Focused on product processes: The main
difference with the previous one is that the
company offers services, both in pre-sale and postsale phases, aimed at increasing the efficiency
and effectiveness of customer operations, e.g.,
system customization, support of use processes,
full risk maintenance contracts.

-

Focused on access (availability): The customer
does not buy the product, but pays a regular flat
fee to have access to it. The fee is not related to
the actual use of the product and may include
additional services (for example, maintenance
and insurance costs).

-

Focused on use: The customer does not buy the
product or system, but pays a variable rate that
depends on the use of the product (pay-per-use
time, pay-per-use unit...).

-

Focused on results: The customer does not buy
the product or system, but pays a fee that depends
on achieving a contractually established result
in terms of product/system performance or the
result of its use.

analysis, are capable of predicting the failure of a
machine in advance. This data processing allows
for planned maintenance and therefore increases the
efficiency of the entire system (simply put, we call
this process predictive maintenance). A further step
would be pay-per-use or per manufactured unit, i.e.,
the last stage of Servitization.

Figure 7. From basic to advanced services (Source: Baines
et al. (2014)).

In Figure 7, Baines and Lightfoot, (2014) also
explain this same idea of increasing the complexity
of an offer of advanced services in a very graphic
way.
Therefore, according to Fleisch et al. (2015) we are
faced with a scenario in which a connected product
is capable of generating data which, when properly
analyzed, is capable of being the basis on which to
build digital services that add value to the customer.
For example, a sensor-based connected machine can
generate huge amounts of data which, with proper
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Figure 8. Digital services development process (Source:
Fleisch et al. (2015)).
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4. Conclusion
As a conducted literature review, it is clear that
Servitization has evolved considerably since its
creation, ever increasing in potential with respect to
products. It is also essential to develop the necessary
capabilities to reach the advanced services required
to compete in current situations.
On the one hand, nobody doubts the improvements
and benefits associated with Servitization that
strengthen and retain customer relationships,
generate new and constant income streams or
establish differentiating competitive advantages with
respect to competitors.
On the other hand, obstacles are currently
encountered when implementing Servitization.

Primarily, furnishing organizations with the
necessary capacities to face all the new advanced
services linked to Industry 4.0 and the amount of
information available due to digitalization and
ultimately managing these new proposed product
and services business model typologies.
In conclusion, there is a need for further research
into new Business Models derived from the arrival
of Industry 4.0, with the aim of managing new
value propositions based on models focused on
customer needs. Managing the correct applicability
of these models will be the key to success when
implementing advanced services in Servitization.
To close, it is important to state that despite Industry
4.0 being key in the short term, Servitization will
continue evolving and all organizations will have to
adapt to new streams.
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